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provide hot fixes, or other updates.It is likely
that you have heard of the foodie hype
around the concept of Omni-Dining (OMD) – a
combination of the words “Omni” and
“Dining”. This phrase was conceptualized by
author Nir Eyal in “Hooked: How to Build
Habit-Forming Products”, where he talked
about the idea of appealing to the basics of
the human brain which is satisfaction. The
foodpanda concept may have originated from
the OMD concept, but it is entirely different
than OMD. Check out my first OMD post here.
The idea of creating a place where you can
dine in a variety of interesting cuisines is not
a novel concept. Many countries in Europe
and the USA have done it. What is interesting
about foodpanda is that it is an enterprise
venture that is marketing a simple concept
(dine-in restaurants with foodpanda ordering
on the table). The concept isn’t only
applicable to other countries – foodpanda can
work anywhere in the world that has
abundant mobile phone use. In fact, the same
author Nir Eyal in “Hooked�
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